
Questions to OCCG Governing Body meeting, 26 September 2013 with 
Answers 
 
 
Questions 1-3  

 
1. Given the CCG‟s most likely option of commissioning lead provider(s) with competition for 

sub-contracts, and assuming a reasonable contract length of five or more years, and 
assuming, in the context of budget constraints and cut-backs, the likelihood of crises or 
severe problems in some services, 

a) Will the CCG have any form of control or ability to intervene in order to ensure quality of 
service? 

b) Will the CCG have a contingency fund to respond to such problems? 
 
2 Will the awarding of sub-contracts be done by the CCG or by the lead provider(s)?  

 
3 Given that the outcome of the policies of „any qualified provider‟ and competition for 

services will lead to increased fragmentation of healthcare, even with the contracting of 
additional „integrators‟, is it the policy of the CCG to bring as many services as possible within 
the integrated National Health Service? 

 
Answer 

The report on the feasibility of OBC is the first step. These questions are all valid but are 

premature. 
The answer to questions 1 and 2 are yes but we need to develop some of the processes to 

ensure this. 
The OCCG Governing Body agreed the feasibility for phase 1 of the work six months ago. 
Now in phase 2 producing outline business cases. They have to be considered by Governing 

Body in public before moving to phase 3. There are already on-going major discussions with 
providers who may want to bid for these contracts. 

We will publish fuller answers to these questions as we move through the process. 
 
4 If the County Council were to make additional cuts of over £20 million in Adult Services, as 

implied in their recent announcement of the need for £60 million in cuts, how would this affect 
the money available for services provided by the pooled budget? 

 
Answer 

The County Council has made annual savings of £127m up to the end of the last financial 

year. It was already planning to make further annual savings of £74m by the end of 2016/17. 
Following the Government‟s Spending Round it now needs to make further annual savings of 

up to £61m by 2017/18 – so annual savings of approximately £260m in total. The County 
Council is currently considering how to respond. Proposals will be in the public domain in 
December. The potential impact on the pooled budget will be better understood at that time. 

 
Questions 5-6 COBIC  

5 It is reported that "the Cobic Consortium has been appointed to work alongside OCCG to 

deliver outcome based contracts.." Who are the Cobic Consortium and what is their role to 
be? A Google search brought a nil return, though by searching with the term "outcome based 



contract" I did eventually find the Cobic Club with an address in Long Hanborough: is that 
them? 
 
6 Related to this: COBIC would not translate for most people into Capitated Outcome Based 

Incentivised Contracts, and even then it would not mean much. Does OCCG intend to provide 

a glossary on its website? -- I note that several NHS Trusts and a few CCGs provide limited 
glossaries 
-- or would OCCG prefer me to raise this as a national issue with the public/patient Voice 

team at NHS England? 
 
Answer 

Please see website: http://www.cobic.co.uk/about-us.html 
 
Questions 7-15 Role of Dr Richards and Possible Conflict of Interest 

 
7 What was Dr Stephen Richard‟s clinical and managerial role in the NHS during his 

directorship of COBIC Solutions Ltd from 19 January 2012 to 27 March 2012? 
 
Answer 

Dr Richards was the Chief Clinical Officer designate of the Shadow NHS Oxfordshire CCG 

that was, at the time, a sub-committee of the Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire PCT Cluster.  
 
8 What was his involvement in introducing outcomes-led commissioning to a) NHS Bucks& 

Oxon cluster, b) the shadow OCCG? [„ In March 2012, OCCG decided to change how it 
commissions some health and social care services in the future by moving towards paying for 

patient outcomes not activity.‟ COBIC website: http://www.cobic.co.uk/in-action/ ] 
 
Answer 

Dr Richards introduced the concept of outcomes-based commissioning to the Shadow CCG. 
In the minutes of the Shadow CCG Governing Body dated 1 March 2012, it was noted that 

“The Board supported developing outcome based commissioning looking at mental health this 
year and maternity, mental health and MSK next year. SR [Dr Stephen Richards] has 
discussed the principles of COBIC with SHA and needs to identify clinical benefits and 

savings”. 
 
9 Is the Board of OCCG aware of Dr Richard‟s former directorship of COBIC Solutions Ltd? 

 
Answer 

In the minutes of the OCCG Shadow Governing Body dated 1 March 2012 it was noted that 
“SR [Dr Stephen Richards] declared a possible future conflict of interest. COBIC Solutions 

has been formed and although no money has been put in at present, there is a possibility that 
SR will be a member of COBIC‟s Board. Concerns were expressed about how this would be 
perceived by the public and in the media. Further work will be undertaken to clarify any 

governance issues”. 
According to Companies House records, Dr Richards resigned as a Director of COBIC 

Solutions Ltd on 27 March 2012. He is recorded as having disposed of his 33% shareholding 
on 19 April 2012. The Senior Responsible Officer role for Outcome Based Commissioning 
was also passed to Dr Mary Keenan, the Medical Director of the Shadow Governing Body.  

 



10 If the Board is aware of the connection, did it at any stage consider Dr Richard‟s former 

directorship of COBIC Solutions Ltd to be a matter of a conflict of interest? 
 
Answer 

This question is covered in the response to question 3 above. 

 
 
11 If the Board was not aware of Dr Richard‟s former directorship of COBIC Solutions Ltd, 

would it now consider that involvement to be a matter of a conflict of interest? 
 

[OCCG Conflict of Interest Policy: 
1.5 Conflicts of interest may arise where an individual‟s personal interests or loyalties or those 
of a connected person (spouse, civil partner, cohabitee, relative or close friend) could 

influence his or her professional behaviour. Such conflicts may create problems such as 
inhibiting free discussion, resulting in OCCG taking decisions or actions that are not in the 

best interests of patients, or the wider interests of the OCCG and tax payers, and that risk 
giving the impression that the OCCG has acted improperly, so damaging patient and public 
trust. One of the main concerns is that people who commission healthcare services for OCCG 

might also have an interest in providing those services to OCGG and therefore profit in some 
way from it] 

 
Answer 

As explained in the response to question 3, the Governing Body had already recognised a 

potential conflict of interest and had taken appropriate steps to manage that potential conflict.  
 
12  What has Dr Richard‟s involvement been in the specification and commissioning of 

COBIC‟s services for OCCG?  
 
Answer 

Dr Richards was not a member of the Outcome Based Commissioning Programme Board 

during the time when the procurement strategy was agreed for procuring external support for 
the programme. Dr Richards did not take part in the evaluation of tenders submitted.  
 
13 What tendering process was undertaken before procuring the services of COBIC Solutions 

Ltd? 

 
Answer 

The tender was advertised and competed for under an accelerated procurement procedure 

that conformed fully with EU procurement directives 
 
14  As COBIC is also offering commercial advice to both commissioners and providers, what 

safeguards have OCCG put into place to ensure that their commercial advisers,  COBIC, do 
not use OCCG information to inform COBIC‟s provider-clients? [In line with OCCG‟s Conflict 

of Interest policy.] 
 
Answer 

As and when a decision is reached by OCCG to commence a procurement for such services, 
those advising OCCG will be prohibited from acting for any bidder. 

 



15  I came to the first meeting of the Shadow Governing Body in public and suggested you 

include on the agenda a sealing report listing all the contracts you have entered into. Why 
hasn‟t this been done and could this now be done? This should include property deals and 

contracts with suppliers. 
 
Answer 

Each time the OCCG seal is used it is reported to the Governing Body and is recorded 
formally. There is no reason why a summary cannot be included and we will do this in future.  


